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Fullerton outlines problems
by Mark Marymee
In her first news conference of
the semester, SJSU President Gail
Fullerton outlined two major
problems facing the university: the
declining enrollments and a shift in
majors from liberal arts to business.
Fullerton blamed the continuing
enrollment drop at SJSU on a
decline in the national birth rate, as
well as a major exit from college by
middle-class students who are entering job market rather than
continuing their educations.

Correction
The Daily reported Sept. 7
that 150 parking spaces were
taken up by construction of the
new library, but according to
Gary Bertelsen, University
Police traffic supervisor, only 27
spaces were taken up by the
construction, and that these were
relocated to another parking lot
on campus, resulting in no net
loss in campus parking.

"We had a budget process for
years that said as long as you grow,
you’re fine," Fullerton said.
"So we created new programs
which very often grew. We didn’t
have to plan too tightly. On the flip
side, when enrollments started to
decline years ago we reached a
steady state. Now we would be
happy to see it because we’re in a
declining mode.
’Since 1962, the birthrate has
gone down," she continued. "As
long as we were drawing from a
student population that was 18 to 22
years old, we were fine. But today a
growing number of 18 to 22 year olds,
who historically attended college,
now do not consider college the right
thing for them."
The average student age at
SJSU is more than 26 years with
most of these students taking a parttime load. So, by recruiting more
part-time students, the demand for
parking goes up along with demands
for more part-time student services,
which creates problems in other
areas, Fullerton said.
A drop in the enrollment of

younger, middle-class students who
usually enter SJSU will bring on an
increase in the number of minority
students enrolled at the school,
Fullerton said.
Minority enrollment in the
future will be greater, but if SJSU
can’t recruit minority students, the
university will experience even
more of a decline.
While drawing more students to
SJSU in the coming years is an
important task, retaining them once
they are enrolled will depend largely
on the efforts of faculty, advisers
and instructors, Fullerton said.
"Some faculty members have
the feeling that students will always
be in oeir classes," Fullerton said.
-But, we’re going to have to make it
a university priority to retain
students."
Despite the overall decrease in
enrollment at SJSU, an increase in
the number of students majoring in
business-oriented programs has
created problem of balance among
most programs at the university.
"There has been a move lately
to gear San Jose State more toward

polytechnic school, rather than a
comprehensive university, which is
what we are," Fullerton said.
"We not going to be Cal Poly of
the north. I don’t believe it should
be.
I’m delighted to have the
professional schools here, but we
must keeps balance."

by Ron Lazzarotti
The State Senate will vote today
on Assembly Bill 705, which if
passed, would deny unemployment
insurance benefits to students,
unless they are available for fulltime work during normal working
hours.
The bill, introduced late this
summer by Assemblyman Richard
Robinson, D-Garden Grove, could
affect more than 70 percent of the
California State University and
Colleges system students who work
part time. The State Assembly
approved the bill 59-18.
Robinson introduced the bill in
cooperation with the Employment
Development Department i EED
after the state Supreme Court ruled
on a case affecting a UCLA law
student.
The EED declared that the law
student was ineligible for unemployment compensation after being
laid off from a part-time job.
The student took the case to the
state Supreme Court, which ruled
that the student was eligible for
unemployment compensation.
The intent of AB 705 is to reverse
the decision of the Court.
The state Supreme Court ruled
that the student had just cause for
refusing to accept employment
which would conflict with the
requirements of her full-time law
school schedule.
After approval by the Assembly,
the bill went to the Senate Industrial
Relation Committee on Aug. 21
where it was amended by Senator
Joseph Montoya, D-I..A. County, to
allow students to collect unemployment benefits if they had parttime eri loyment.
me student had a two-year
history of part-time work while
going to school zuld was laid off
through no fault of his own. he would
be eligible for unemployment insurance benefits. It passed 4-0.
When the bill went to the Senate
Finance Committee, the California
State Student Association ICSSA
representative was told by a committee consultant that the bill had
passed out of committee on Senate

rule 28.8, which provided that if the
bill did not have fiscal impact it
could be passed out of committee
without a hearing.
However, the bill was introduced with the author’s amendments, putting the bill back into its
original form.
The bill passed out of committee
9-1. and went to the Senate floor.
However last Friday, the CSSA
called a "legislative alert" and
urged the student body to call in
opposition of the bill.
Reports from the Sacramento
offices of the San Jose area state
senator indicate that roughly 80 calls
were taken, all in opposition to the
bill.

Protests
produce
amendment
"I think we did a good job,"
said A.S. President Nancy McFadden. referring to approximately 80 phone calls made
to the Sacramento offices of San
Jose area state senators, Alfred
Alquist and Jerry Smith, all in
opposition to Assembly Bill 705.
The phone calls prompted
Senator Bill Greene, D-Los
Angeles. to introduce an
amendment on the senate floor
which allows students to collect
unemployment benefits if they
had part-time employment
during their previous two years
of attending school.
The bill was originally
amended by Senator Joseph
Montoya, 1)-Los Angeles, in the
Senate Industrial Relation
committee, to accommodate the
students’ concerns.
However, in the Senate
Finance Committee, Assemblyman Richard Robinson, the
author of the bill, introduced it
with his amendments which put it
back in its original form.
-continued on back page

Fed restriction not followed

Temperatures violate law
by Mark Robert Henry
A check of thermostats and thermometers at six SJSU
buildings Monday showed those with air conditioning
apparently violated federal energy restrictions.
Those buildings without air conditioning experienced
temperatures in the middle to high 80s.
The emergency building temperature restriction
plan, enacted July 16, 1980, stipulates that buildings must
be cooled to no lower than 78 degrees or heated to more
than 65 degrees.
The plan states civil penalties "of up to $5.000 and
criminal penalties of up to $10,000 are provided for
violations of the regulations."

However, unless the thermometers at the Faculty
Office Building were wrong, the average temperature
there Monday afternoon was four degrees lower than the
legal minimum allowed.
One building without air conditioning is the Art
Building where the temperature inside the slide room was
84 degrees at 4:30 p.m. Monday.
The heat has damaged hundreds of slides in the room,
at-cording to Pat Pinkerton, curator of the Art Department.
"We have thousands of dollars worth of slides which
change color because of the heat," Pinkerton said.
-continued on back page

Sunlight, a cookie and thou. With the heat of
September hitting the campus, many people are
out to enjoy the sun Yesterday was no exception

ohm 11$, Sharon Hall
Karen Brinks, a graduate in Radio Television tries
to interest her daughter Anna, 16 months, with a
kiss

Law of supply and demand
working for city prostitutes
by Laura Wesker
It’s not the prostitutes, it’s the johns and sightseers
who create most of downtown San Jose’s nighttime
problems, according to San Jose Police Department officers working on a special unit assigned by Chief Joseph
McNamara.
"If thne were no johns there would be no problem,"
said an officer who wished to remain unidentified.
The officer said the law of supply and demand applies
to the prostitution problem in San Jose.
"San Jose is profitable because there are a lot of
tricks," he said.
"Trick" is street jargon for a prostitute’s customer.
The officer said local citizens want the prostitution
problem cleared up, yet the citizens who drive by as
spectators account for much of the disturbance.
The johns may also contribute to the rape crisis
prevalent around SJSU in the last few years, according to
the officer.
He compared sexual abuse to alcohol or drug abuse.
He said the ultimate high for the john is raping or sexually
degrading a prostitute. Coeds, who are often mistaken for
prostitutes by johns, pay the price in some cases.
Transcient prostitutes, who refer to each other as

"girlfriends," travel from city to city according to where
demand is great and police are lenient, the officer said.
Prostitutes believe they are an integral part of society
and fulfill the fantasies of the middle-class male, the officer said.
The officer added that transvestites now account for
approximately 15 percent of the prostitutes working the
streets in downtown San Jose.
A city police sergeant, who also wished to remain
anonymous, said when making an arrest of a john and a
transvestite, he sometimes introduces them by pulling off
the prostitute’s wig saying, "Frank. I’d like you to meet
Bill."
SJPD officers will stay visible in the downtown area
to discourage johns from seeking prostitutes there. They
hope this tactic will create less demand for the
prostitutes.
So far, it seems to be working.
Two weeks ago 76 women were seen by SJPD officers
soliciting on the streets. Last Saturday night, only about
eight prostitutes were seen by officers, according to the
officer.
"We are going to remain here as long as the ladies
remain here," the officer said.
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California needs new Admissions Day image
by Jim Wagner
Admissions Day should be a
time to celebrate the evolution of the
Golden State from a dusty mining
Frontier to the most prestigious state
in the union, but it’s not.
History is a reflection of what
Admissions Day has become. Indeed, the admission of California
into the United States was as goofy
as the state of mind which persists in
California today.
With the Pacific Ocean
providing the natural barrier to
America’s leap-frogging manifest
destiny. California became mecca to
adventurous Easterners who saw
the Golden State as being as far out
as one could go.
And, to the rest of the nation,
this notion persists. California is the
most far-out place in the world. Ask
your Auny Myrtle back home in
Indiana if you want proof.
Aunt Myrtle is a descendant of
those who stayed behind, ignoring
crazy cousin Leroy’s scheme to go
off to California and strike it rich in
the gold fields.
But, on Sept. II, 1850, the eyes of
the Fels undoubtedly glowed at the
prospect of bulging the federal
coffer. nith California gold.

And, since gold mining was for
most miners a profound lesson in
poverty, the mining-weary settlers
were probably joyous at the prospct
of getting on the federal dole.
Hence, statehood.
The arrival of California into the
Federal Union provided the
necessary excuse for countless
frontier bacchanals in every town
from Shingle Springs to Stovepipe,
although the momentous news didn’t
reach the miners until several weeks
after Congress passed the requisite
legislation.

in a posh health-food restaurant
It’s jogging to the post office to
mail a check to your podiatrist.
It’s low riders, hot tubs. white
wine, Jerry and Linda, skateboardsare-out-but-rollerskates are in
holistic cornucopia of affluent
fadism.
Monday was the celebration of
Admissions Day, a day off for some
lucky employes. Tuesday was the
calendar’s affirmation of the event.

But, somewhere itt obscurity .
Californians lost their reason to
celebrate Admissions Day. Except
for a three-day weekend for bank
and postal employes, Admissions
Day is no longer the slam-bang day
of celebration it was in the 1850s.

This made two days to remind us of
California’s entry into the United
States, and probably most didn’t
give it a first, let alone a second
thought.

For merchants, it means little
more than clearance sales to unload
those fish-net boxer shorts the
fashion magazines said would be so
popular during summer.

I propose a new holiday, one that
all Californians can revere. I
propose that Admissions Day be
made the official celebration of the
California Psyche.

And for shoppers, it means little
more than going to the clearance
sale and finding that the only sizes
left are munchkin and goliath.

Admissions Day needs
something - just look at what it has
come to mean.

Indeed, Admissions Day should
be inure than an excuse for
bureaucrats to take a paid day off.
Californians need a reaffirmation of
the unique state of mind that exists
here and nowhere else.
Admissions Day should be a
time to celebrate the arrival in the
’70s of the California Psyche. It
seems that no other day is better
suited for such a purpose.
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So why bother about Admissions
Day?
There is a phenomenon in
California that exists nowhere else
in the world. It’s called the
Californian Psyche. It is the
evolution of the go-west-young Leroy psyche of the past into tht:
flashy. chrome-plated mind of the
’70s. It’s impossible to define, but its
symptoms are everywhere.
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It’s "Ecology Now" bumper
of
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smoke-puffing luxury cars.
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Two sides to gay issue
Editor:
In response to the Sept. 11 article on the gay rights coalition, I
wish to convey the objective of the
"people" circulating the petition.
In referring to the circulators as
"anti-gay," this in itself has become
a misconception. The prefix "anti"
only refers to the ordinance being
appealed. We are opposing just the
fact that gays should not be considered a minority due to the fact
that homosexuality is not an
inherent trait.
This political viewpoint stands
to represent the people and to
protect the people from future ordinances which could be passed
allowing any organized group to
consider themselves a minority.
This, undoubtedly, could prove to
undermine human rights rather
than build and establish them.
Aside from the several comments concerning gays from the
many "different" congregations, I
cannot speak nor necessarily support every conclusive statement.
However, I can support God and His
government. Jesus loves the sinner
and we are all sinners I and hates
the sin. I wish to convey that we can
do no less. To accept one for who
they are and not what they could be
is how Jesus accepts us.
So again, it is not the moral
sinner that we place our defense, but
to the political and inherent minority
status as stated above.
Susan Russell
Art, junior

Alas, Admissions Day means
little more to Californians than the
end of summer reruns, the debut of
the ’80 automobiles, Indian Summer

smog alerts and the first of the
holiday junk mail catalogues.

/
a 4.4,

Editor:

1

Mark R. Henry’s article on gays
iSept. 101 was insightful and intelligent.
In regard to your article
"Citizens Oppose Gay Law" of the
same issue, it seems that our society
can’t exist in a peaceful atmosphere
of acceptance. Throughout our
history, some group has always been
relegated the bottom rung on the
ladder, even though this country.
prides itself in equality for all. And
we do tolerate the hate-spewing
Nazis, and the hypocritical ultra religious who try to push on us
Christian ideals that they don’t even
begin to understand the true
meaning of.
But we can tolerate hate and
hypocrisy because we’re used to it.
So the gentle gays. whose
"crime" is that they love, are the
new niggers in a society that has not
yet learned to love itself.
I can only hope that no black,
Chicano. Jew, handicapped, or
and
"different"
otherwise
previously looked-down-upon person
signed this petition opposing the gay
rights ordinance, for then, we would
truly be in a vicious circle.
Robin Ray
Meteorology, junior

Successful jogging secrets revealed
by Dave Burckhard
Staff Writer

Jogging has come of age. This
simple, almost humble sport has
spread like a new flu through
suburbia, out to the country and
deeply into the city core and college
campus.
We see famous joggers endorsing products on television.
Driving to work we pass the
"pavement pounders" while the
radio talk-show host chats with still
another runner.

Satire
The countless sporting goods
shops feature the latest in lightweight footwear - no color too wild.
Every magazine rack houses
jogging magazines.
Just how much literature can be
created to cover such a fundamental
activity?

True, our illiterate predecessors
acquired certain running skills
dodging the saber tooth and rhino.
Failure to do so not only brought
shame but more unfortunate consequences, the least of which was
poor circulation.

shoelaces, the "Henashta Obenjo"
I best English translation is
-Quickening the Mind" 1 and the
commencement of running.

Without the details: a formula
takes into account body weight and
height, stride length and lung
capacity. A constant is then derived.

The breathing involves
"controlled rhythm of the One."

a

Yet they managed without
Wheaties, Adidas, or "Runners
World" magazine.

The technique is difficult to
conceptionalize for one in the Occident unless one has a good
background in Zen Buddhaism.

The jogger enters the derivative
into another formula with other
variables such as duration of run,
type of terrain, altitude and a code
number indicating the physical
fitness of jogger.

In this age of sophistication and
scientific reasoning, however, we
need all the information available to
make all our endeavors as complex
and complicated as possible.

One of the lesser-known but
more fathomable practices
originates in Kinkledorf, Germany.
The "Drei Augenblinken" or
"Three Moments" involves inhaling

From the calculations, the
jogger/mathematician establishes a
scientifically sound rapid breathing
technique with provisions for
fatigue, too!

The following short magazine
article is testimony to this:
In order to maintain a proper
level of oxygen within the body the
jogger must increase his
respiration.
This is effected through rapid
breathing.
The development of rapid
breathing techniques in this country
is relatively new and not rampant in
expansion.
In Europe, however, and more
so in Japan, various breathing
techniques are firmly established.
French muscle therapist,
Maurice De Guile, initiated a trend
toward the "syncho-staggered"
breathing technique by an article in
the widely read "Journal Petite"
titled "Le Candor De I:Amateur."
In Japan, followers of the
"T. ikei Method" prefer the "Satao
Utsukatsa" or "Winged Step"
technique.
Unquestionably, the most accepted practice is the "Doko Komo"
,described in the book by Nokoma
Nomitsu titled "Hiaku!."
The majority of Japanese
joggers follow this rapid breathing
technique.
Actually "ceremony" would be
a more appropriate term.
The jogger begins by
meditation, the fastening of

’American runners tend to be eclectic
and breathe however they want’
with three strides and exhaling on
the fourth, an exercise acclaimed by
many doctors to be extremely
beneficial to the heart and lungs.
The Drei Augenblinken was
monumental, according to Erwin- Dopplemaier, in his winning a gold
medal at the 1944 Olympics.
The German techniques are the
easiest to master because of their
functional simplicity. Indeed,
purists throughout the West agree
the "Deutscher Blitzhauch ist nur
Menschehenverstand" - "German
quick breath is only common sense"
-is best.
Many argue, however, the
Blitzhauch, the collective term for
the basic German techniques, lacks
the style and, to be sure, the
eloquence of Eastern techniques.
They say those who practice the
Blitzhauch fall into the rut of excessively dull regimentation.
A Swedish technique almost
requires a science degree to understand.

Letter policy
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.

Letters should be submitted at the
Daily office I JC 2081 between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m. weekdays or by mail to
the Forum Page, do the Spartan
Daily, San Jose State University, 125
S. Seventh St., San Jose, CA 95192.

The Spart n Daily reserves the
right to cull for length, style, invasion of privacy and libel.

All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone

The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.

According to the TASS agency’s
"People’s Health Publication,"
"Dreshnak," rapid breathing
techniques had its roots in the Soviet
Union in the early 1920’s.
From what is known of scores of
existing methods in Russia, most
seem unimaginative and many quite
vulgar, accompanied by grunts and
growls.
As mentioned before, rapid
breathing techniques have
developed in very limited numbers
in America.
Most of them tend to be
variations of existing practices. The
trend toward one or two taking
dominance seems unlikely.
A report from the International
Conference on Jogging in Boston
concluded that American runners
tend to be eclectic and breathe
however they want.
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Ombudsman isn’ an advocate for either side

Charles Whitcomb

photo by Joan Wynn

by Scott Mace
Charles Whitcomb said he "hasn’t
confronted any major problems" in
his job as SJSU’s new ombudsman.
"Right now, I feel good about
the role," Whitcomb said. "The
relationship with the other administrative offices has been good."
In his new role, Whitcomb investigates complaints from SJSU
students, faculty and staff over
admission policies, records, grading
and campus rules. He reports
directly to SJSU President Gail
Fullerton.
"I’m not an advocate for either
side," Whitcomb said. "My job is to
secure the facts of the situation and
help resolve the issue."
Before Fullerton appointed
Whitcomb ombudsman, he served as
an associate professor of recreation
and leisure studies, a position he will
return to after his three-year term
expires.
Whitcomb succeeded Jo Ella
Hannah, whose job had been
eliminated last spring due to
Proposition 13 cutbacks.
Fullerton said Hannah’s position
was dropped "because it had come
under fire from the legislative
analyst and the department of
finance," a charge denied by both
offices.
She added it was a position that
"would probably not be funded
much longer in the budget anyway."
Academic Vice President
Hobert Burns said, "It was never the
president’s Intention to eliminate the
office."

One goal -to assure students
the office exists
Fullerton could not be reached
for comment on how the ombudsman’s position is currently
being funded. Burns said the funding
had "changed."
had
Last spring Fullerton
proposed the position be taken over
by the Student Services Division on a
rotating basis, a move protested by
he A.S. Council.
AS. President Nancy McFadden said the new three year,
non-renewable term for the ombudsman will give Whitcomb "a
certain independence" Hannah
didn’t have. Prior to this, the ombudsman’s position did not have an
expiration date attached.
"We’ve got to wait and see if it
worl,s out," McFadden said.
A.S. Vice President Fazel
Fazelbhoy, who headed a petition
drive to save Hannah’s position last
spring, said Hannah would be hard
to replace.
"She was a dynamite ombudsman," he said.
Fazelbhoy wondered how the
new ombudsman might hanndle a
problem with his own department.
"What happeens when he goes
back to the department when his

term is over?" Fazelbhoy asked.
Still, Fazelbhoy had "no doubts"
about Whitcomb’s abilities.
Whitcomb, 33, has served for the
last three summers a research and
evaluation coordinator for You, Me,
and Us, Inc., a non-profit Menlo
Park -based agency that develops
educational curricula for school
districts.
The firm focuses its efforts on
gaining equal access for handicapped students.
Whitcomb also has been an
instructor in the Department of
Physical Education and Recreation
at De Anza College. He was also a
counselor for the Santa Clara County
Juvenile Probation Department.
After earning Bachelor’s and
Master’s degrees at SJSU, Whitcomb received his doctorate in
education at the University of
Northern Colorado.
Whitcomb’s office is located in
the Administration Building, room
207. Students may call to make an
appointment from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, at 277-2262.
When the new counseling center
wing is completed in the Administration Building, Whitcomb
said the office will move to ADM
268.
One of Whitcomb’s goals is to
assure students the office does exist.
Whitcomb also wants to make the
faculty aware of the ombudsman’s
role on campus.
The ombudsman’s office was
created during the late 1060s amid a
period of student unrest.

Legal aspects of art world studied

Business class offered to artists
by Mark Marymee
Artists, who in the past
have shied away from the
financial side of their
profession, need to learn
business
fundamental
skills in order to keep from
getting "ripped off" by
experienced professionals,
according to Jim Zuur,
New College lecturer.
Zuur, who has a
in
master’s degree
business administration
from SJSU and is completing another in creative
arts from San Francisco
State University, plans to
integrate ideas from both
the business and art worlds
in a new class he is
teaching through New
College this semester.
Business and the Arts
is a three-unit course
designed to help non-New
College majors deal with
not only careers in the arts,
but legal aspects of the art

world, as well as fundamentals of marketing
research.
"There’s a growing
need among artists with no
business experience at all
to learn something about
the business aspect of their
professions," Zuur said.
"Artists think they don’t
have to deal with the
functions of business like
the mainstream of
America has to.
"In New College we
have the possibility of
taking some of the interdisciplinary nature of
the school and integrate it
into the practical areas of
business and the arts."
Zuur said the first half
of the semester will consist
of studies in
small
business
practices,
financing,
accounting,
bookkeeping, marketing
and a study in the use of
legal forms.

Feasibility
projects,
dealing heavily in research
methodology, will round
out the semester. Each
student
is expected to
develop hypothetical plans
for selling and developing
artistic efforts through
business channels, Zuur
said.
"We’re going to learn
things from how to market
one’s art to starting a small
repertory group or starting
a group that helps other
artists," Zuur said. "I hope
to gear the class toward the
people in it."
Another area Zuur
plans to study is the legal
aspect of an artist’s right
to have legal control over
his or her work.
"It’s a necessity that
people know their rights
and have control over their
creations as opposed to
having some slick
businessman rip them off,"

Graffiti reflects thoughts
by Patty Selbach
"Kilroy was here" was
not among the slogans
scrawled on the Business
Classroom walls last week.
The first and second
floor walls were covered
with political sayings including, "Smash Zionism"
and "Africa for Africans."
The large black graffiti
is being washed off or
painted over, according to
Plant Operations
a
supervisor.
Elsewhere on campus,
graffiti appears to be at a
minimum. It may be too
early in the semester for
the walls of those popular
public forums, the
restrooms, to be filled
entirely.
some
However,
samples taken from
women’s restrooms around
campus prove that graffiti
can fall into any category
inpoetic,
including
tellectual and raunchy.
"We are the music
makers, we are the
dreamers of dreams,"
appears in the Speech and

Drama Building, no doubt
penned by a thoughtful
artist.
In the Journalism
Building, where students
learn to be succinct, there
are comments so well
written they are unprintable.
Beneath these literary
works is written, "Life is a
bitch." A liberated woman
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must have taken offense to
that word because "bitch"
has been crossed out and
replaced with "bastard."

Zuur said. "It happens a lot
in films."
Zuur, who is also an
independent filmmaker as
well as co-owner of San
Jose’s Camera One
Theater, said he knows the
importance of artists
understanding their legal
rights when they sell their
wares.
"A couple of times I
didn’t know what to ask for,
like with a film
distributor," he said. "I
didn’t know how to
negotiate or what my
rights were. It’s important
for people in the arts to
know that they can
negotiate instead of just
signing their rights away.
"It’s the same with
graphic artists who are
being ripped off by doing
work for hire for very little
money and then selling all
their rights with the
product. Someone else
holds their rights.
"I know the class is a
it’s
fairly new idea
because of the times," Zurr
said. "People are interested in what’s going to
happen in the art world.
Hopefully the class will

Get the edge’ Prepare to take the

GRE
Graduate Record Exam

give a person the broad
elements that one has to
have when they are
working in the business
world. Art is a business and
people are making big
money in it."
Students interested in
learning more about
Business and the Arts can
contact Zuur at New
College.
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It’s easy services. For
example. our free MoneyTransfer
Service is great if you’re getting
money from home With it. funds
I be automatically transferred
, in a regular basis from one Bank
if America checking or savings
,iecount to another. anywhere
iii California.
It’s easy savings, checking
:ctpd credit We have a uncle variety of
plans to fit most needs. Including
College Plan" checking. which gives
t.it it] unlimited checkwating for lust

line.month
$1 00 a month lot
school year And I it 1.41-me charge
at all for June. July or August.
We also offer Instant Cash to
help you establish credit while you’re
still in school. Its available to
students of sophomore standing or
higher who qualify
It’s free and easy financial
inforrnahon Our Consumer
Information Reports cover a variety
of financial sublects and they’re

flee at any Bank of
Amenca branch
Its easy to get t
banking Our Monet
Convenience *sten,
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Bad times in
Frontier Village
by Jan Flanery-Taylor
Although Frontier Village Amusement Park anticipates one of its best years for attendance, the roar of
kiddie rides will give way to the hum of tractors clearing
land to put up a housing development.
"Unless someone comes from out of nowhere to buy
it," the park will probably close in 1980, according to
General Manager Ed Hutton.
The park’s owner, Rio Grande Industries in Colorado,
has decided to sell the park. It really hasn’t produced the
return of investment it should," Hutton said.
"I’d like to see the park stay," Hutton said, adding he
has had calls from people who expressed interest in
buying the park.
His prediction however, is that the park will end up
being closed.
Along with the value of the land for residential use,
a record of poor economic returns and the numerous
tourist attractions in the Bay Area have hurt Frontier
Village’s chance for success, he added.
Marriott’s has affected us and the other attractions in
the area. We’ve never recovered since Marriott’s entered
the picture," Hutton commented.
Hutton said perhaps the park had been run a bit
conservatively, without enough of the newer innovations
of other parks.

Not all aliens hail from Ork
Language, customs, fast food bewilder foreign students
by- Shirley. Clements
Mork from Ork has got
it made. How many aliens
can enter a totally new
worlds and on their first
day out find:

anybody, superior or not,
whenever they feel like it.
They have problems
learning our native
language.
’They have to come up

seem to be reversed, and
the American number
system is hard to get used
to," he said.
According tu Thomas
Coke, SJSU’s foreign

-S.

ve.

Phol0 by Mtnerva Arnestoso

a free place to live,
especially with a member
of the opposite sex.
they have the ability to
speak the same language
as the native inhabitants.
Don’t let Mork fool you, his
vocabulary consistss of
words other than shazbut
and Nanu Nanu.
they are so popular.
they always have a bunch
of pals to hang around with.
In fact, Mork is never
alone. Although he’s 10
zillion miles away from
home. he’s never out of
touch with Orson, his alien
superior, who he tunes into
every Sunday night to find
out the latest baseball
scores on his planet. And
then there’s always Mindy.
Let’s face it, Mork’s got it
made in the shade.
In fact, we can almost
compare Mork to the
average SJSU foreign
student.
Like Mork, more than
1.000 SJSU foreign students
leave the warm security of
their own countries to
study in a country when’
the language, food and
customs must seem
bizarrely different from
their own.
But.
unlike
TV
superstar Mork, these
students do:
Get lonely and are
unable to tune into

with rent money, either
through money sent by
their parents or through
some type of financial aid.
Additionally, adjusting
to the American way of life
doesn’t always come easily
for some foreign students.
For instance. 24-yearold Hyon Choy. a SJSU
microbiology student from
Korea, said the main
problem he’s had in the
U.S. was in ordering fastfood at local McDonald and
Jack-in-the-Box restaurants.
"I just point to an item
on the board menu ), and
later on find out what I
ordered," he said.
Another foreigh student.
Yousef Alim, an I8-yearold engineering major
from Qatar, said his
biggest problem upon
entering SJSU was in
forcing himself to read
from left to right, instead of
the other way around. "It is
really hard to do roots in
calculus because they

k I* ft
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Enter Sanford’s Accent Moped
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Two First PrizesTwo
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the SJSU campus?
"SJSU is too noisy,"
said Choy. He doesn’t feel
like he’s in a college.
because he is so close to the
and
traffic
city’s
congestion.
Noisy or not. Alim
definitely preferred SJSU
over any college in Qatar.
It wasn’t the size or the
beauty of the campus he
said, but the fact that most
SJSU student have five
days of school to go
through, whereas in his
country students attend a
six-day school week.

THE
LAST WAVE

The unrul
I I 1 hr version
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Tom Arnold, one of the parent company’s holders,
said that the kind of improvements, some of which would
fill city requirements, would cost about $2 million.
The park would also need to increase its space to
provide rides.
Arnold said this had been attempted in efforts to save
the park.
"When we wanted to expand the park, the residents
made it very clear that they didn’t really appreciate
having the park there," Arnold said.
He also said tthe park’s declining attendance made it
no longer a worthwhile investment.
"On a good day, it might get as many as 800 people,"
he said, adding that Marriott’s gets more than two million
visitors a year.
Whatever the reasons, the park’s closing is bringing
disappointment to some of its employees, about 10 percent
of whom are SJSU students.
One employee, Debbie St. Amand, commented, "I
think it’s really a shame. It’s a nice family park."
St. Arnand said what made Frontier Village different
was the "atmosphere," since the park is located amidst a
large grove of trees.
"A lot of people are sad that it’s closing," she said.
Another park employe, Mark Hada, said he was
"extremely disappointed."
"It’s a neighborhood landmark," he said, explaining
that his weekend job at the park had furnished his
primary source of income for the last four years.
"This has been one of our better years," he said. "It
caught me completely by surprise."
Publicity and promotions manager Marq Lipton
commented, "We’re doing better this year," but added,
"just not enough, and a little too late."
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Alim said this because his
close friend moved out of
his apartment building
recently due to the occurrence of three murders
in it over the past year.
These foreign students
also found the American
student’s behavior toward
their prolessesors strange.
ik.
According to Coke,
students in other countries
regard their professors
with awe and esteem a
feeling that is not really too
characteristic of our
society. For this reason
"foreign students May find
it hard to participae in
class discussion groups
where the other students
seem to be on familiar
terms
with
their
professors." Coke added.
In Korea, one always
respects Jne’s elders,
especially one’s parents
and professors, Kim said.
Children are just brought
up that way, she added.
What do these foreign
students think about their
home away from home

AiNEIR
OINIE

MEET NEW FRIENDS
AT
SPARTAN

11th 8.

student counselor, a lot of
foreign students have
difficulty at first in adjusting to the American
way of life.
"I’m surprised that so
many do so well," he said.
"It’s hard to a student to
adjust when he has different concepts of reality
and different moral and
ethical codes."
Not surprisingly, a lot
of foreign students come to
America with preconceived ideas about what
our country is like.
Connie Kim, 22-yearold computer science
major and president of
SJSU ’s
Korean

Association, remembered
with great trepidation what
she thought about our
country when she first
arrived in America four
years ago.
"I couldn’t imagine a
whole new environment
and lifestyle from the one I
was accustomed to," she
said.
Kim, who is now a
permanent resident of the
U.S., knew so little about
American habits, that she
even wondered how many
times Americans would eat
in one day.
Alim, who has been in
this couintry since last
October, got the tmpression front watching
American TV police shows
and Happy Days episodes,
which were broadcast in
his own country, that there
was a lot of violence in the
U.S. and
that a lot of
people acted like Fonzie.
Although Alim now
agrees that most people
don’t act like Fonzie, he
still believes there is a lot
of violence in California.
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SJSU defense can only improve
by Lee Emlager
Reviewing the 48-48 tie
with Utah State last
Saturday is a first some

good news, and now the bad
news situation for Spartan
coach Jack Elway.
"Our offense is ob,

viously having a better
week than the defense,"
Elway said.
The Aggies were
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Utah State kicker Steve Steinke gets off the tying field goal as time runs out
Saturday at Spartan Stadium. Moments earlier Steinke had shanked an
attempt from 39 yards, but the Spartans were offside. His second kick, from
34 yards out, split the uprights.

supposed to be explosive,
but surrendering six
touchdowns has given the
Spartan defense some
unwanted attention.
The defense did make a
couple of big plays, most
notably freshman Ken
Thomas’ school-record 89yard interception return
for a touchdown. But
breakdowns, not big plays,
characterized the defensive play.
"What we lacked most
was pressure on their
quarterback," Elway said,
"Our best pass rusher,
Alex Toeaina, went out
early with a knee injury
and that hurt us.
"Another problem was
that we were trying to do
too much defensively,
trying to cover everything
instead of just executing,"
Elway said. "We were
confused, but we’ll improve with time. We have a
lot of youngsters who can
only get better."
The Aggies burned
SJSU repeatedly with
screen passes, particularly
in the early stages when

the Spartans had shut down
the rest of their offense.
"Basically, it was a
lack of recognition by our
outside linebackers and
down linemen," Elway
said. "When the guarterback takes more than
his normal drop, the
defense must react immediately, which it
didn’t."
Now for the good news.
The Spartan offensive
line had been a question
mark, but the question has
now been answered in the
positive.
The Aggies’ All America defensive tackle
candidate, Rulon Jones,
was supposed to wreak
havoc with SJSU’s offense,
but he wasn’t heard from
all afternoon as Spartan
offensive tackle Max
Hooper did an outstanding
job blocking him.
"The offensive line has
been a real concern,"
Elway said, "but they did a
hell of a job. Now they have
the confidence that was
missing before the season
started."

Aside from five or six
dropped balls, the rushing
and passing attacks clicked
consistently.
Perhaps the biggest
surprise was the running of
Luther, never before
considered a threat in that
area.
"No one was expecting
him to run," Elway said,
"but we want Ed to be an
active quarterback."
Without any experience among the
quarterback reserves, that
could be a dangerous
policy, but Elway belives
running the ball is no more
dangerous than getting hit
while standing in the
pocket.
Luther, however, isn’t
Jewerl
challenging
Thomas as the Spartan’s
chief ball-carrier. Thomas,
who rushed for 120 yards on
only 15 carries, repeatedly
broke tackles for longgainers after it appeared
he was stopped.
The Spartans unveiled

New players key to field hockey title defense
by Jeff Rhodie
It’s time to get out the
lumber and start whacking
the ball.
No, it’s not the
beginning of baseball
season. The SJSU women’s
field hockey team, third
best in the country last
year, will take part in a
pre-season tournament
Friday at Stanford.
"At the tournament
we’ll have a chance to see
what combinations of
players work best as a
unit," said coach Leta
Walter. who is entering her

25th year at the helm.
Many West Coast
teams will participate in
the event but scores of the
games will not be kept
officially.
’It will be like a bunch
of scrimmages," assistant
coach Carolyn Lewis said,
"to get everyone ready for
the regular season."
The regular season for
SJSU will start Sept. 22
when U C- Da v is in vadesSouth Campus, home
field of the Lady Spartans.
"We expect to be
strong," Lewis said.

Being strong would be
nothing new for them.
Last year, the squad
was 12-0 in regular-season
19-1
competition and
counting post-season play.
Its only defeat was to
Westchester State, 1-0 in
the national semifinals,
Westchester went on to
become the nation’s No. I
team. SJSU captured third
place by beating the
of
University
Massachusetts, 2-0.
The Lady Spartans
have finished first in their
conference the past four

Pioneer miscue leads to
Spartan soccer victory
by Mark Marymee
The Spartan soccer team took 36 shots
on ’goal against Cal State Hayward
Monday night, but needed a Pioneer
miscue in overtime to claim its second win
of the season in a 3-2 victory at Spartan
Stadium,
With 7:31 gone in the overtime.
Pioneer forward Brad Balzar headed a
pass, originally aimed at Spartan Mike
Hurst from teammate Joe Silviera, into his
own goal, breaking the scoring deadlock.
The accidental header was the finishing
touch on a game that saw errors and fine
plays from both squads.
The Spartans opened the scoring on a
penalty kick by midfielder John Bradley at
the 22:33 mark, after Spartan forward
Guilio Bernardi was tripped by Pioneer
goalie Tracey Wyatt during a scoring
attempt. Bradley calmly punched a shot
into the right corner of the goal,
registering his second goal in two appearances this year.
Bradley, who was held out of SJSU’s 92 opening game loss to Fullerton State with
a muscle pull, said he is happy to be back
in the lineup.
"I feel a lot better now that I’m back
in," Bradley said. "I was down quite a bit
when I was out.
"I think the team’s playing a lot better
too. I think they lacked a bit of enthusiasm
before, but I’m trying to get them going
again."
Hayward did not wait long to retaliate,
after the Spartans scored. At the 25:09
mark, forward Levi Andrew set up a
corner kick from the left side of SJSU
territory and chipped a crossing pass to
teammate Don Kelley who headed a shot
past startled Spartan goalie Walt Wallace.
SJSU jumped back into the lead after
halftime as Silveria raced with the ball to
the Pioneer end line, cut back at the goal

19/9

and passed to Spartan forward Javier
Margarito, who drove the ball past Wyatt
at the 51:34 point. Wyatt ended up with 16
saves on the night.
Hayward came charging back seven
minutes later as Pioneer forward Helder
Serpa took a ball deflected off the hands of
Wallace and knocked it home for
Hayward’s second score.
Both teams showed signs of sloppy
passing in the second half, taking away
scoring possibilities that neither could
afford to lose. Also evident were the
numerous penalties both teams incurred
during the contest.
Hayward received the harsher
penalties, tallying four yellow and one red
caution card on the night, which only
helped the Spartans, who played with one
extra man for much of the second half.
Balzar’s unexpected misplay in the
overtime period might have taken away
the luster of the win for some Spartan fans,
but Bradley was willing to take a win any
way the Spartans could get it.
"There’s a little bit of luck involved in
that kind of play, but it’s a part of the
game," Bradley said. "I’m just glad it
wasn’t oil our side."
Looking toward the rest of the season.
Bradley spoke of several areas the
Spartans will have to improve on if they
hope to copy ti e success of last year’s 19-3
team.
"We’ll net d to improve on our conditioning and get a few victories behind us
first," Bradley said. "A few of our
Freshmen lack a little confidence right
now, but they should come along."
The Spartans take on the Greek
American soccer club Friday at 8 p.m. at
Municipal Stadium, in a game originally
scheduled against Western Washington
University, which has dropped its soccer
program.

years and have gone on to
win the Region 8 championship three of those
years. In addition to taking
third in last year’s national
tournament, the crew
coached by Walter and
Lewis was fourth the
previous year.
Only 16 teams make it
to this tournament and
Lewis estimates there are
300 teams in the country.
Region 8 consists of
two conferences, one from
Southern California and
one from the northern part
of the state. SJSU earned
one of the four berths in
last year’s regionals by
winning the Northern
California Athletic Conference.
Other teams in the
conference are Chico State,
Sacramento State, UCDavis,
UC-Berkeley.
Stanford and UOP.
This year’s nationals
will be played Nov. 28 to
Dec. 1 in Princeton, N.J.
If SJSU makes it to
Princeton, it will have to do
so without eight of last
year’s varsity members.
Included among the
departed is Annette
Espinosa, who made it to
the United States Olympic,
trials.
Also gone are Mary
Balcazar and Barb Secola,
the team’s second and third
leading scorers last season.
The coaches, however,
are counting on the seven
varsity returnees, along
with last year’s top-notch
junior varsity squad and 12
newcomers to fill the void.
Walter calls the junior
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SJSU strong safety Ken Thomas leaves Aggie QB
Eric Hippie in his wake on an 89 -yard interception
return for a TO.
a fleet of speedy receivers,
and Elway’s main problem
will be giving them all
enough playing time.

yard-line. Instead of the
line-plunge,
expected
Luther threw a strike to
Mario Thornton who was
speeding down the far
sideline.

varsity "the backbone of per contest while its op"We sure as hell will
our field hockey program," ponents averaged 2 1/2 have fresh men in there all
"I sent that one in,"
adding that "most of the minutes.
Elway said, smiling the
the time," he said.
on
were
junior
varsity
was
The
players on varsity
smile of a successful coach.
nearly as dominant against
the JV te r tin time."
Elway’s debut was also
One of, the sevenf of :er JV teams, and it even marked by imaginative
EXTRA POINTS
Student
is provided stiff competition play selection.
returnees
varsity
tickets be Saturday’s game at
Stanford are on sale for $3 at Me
Pommy Macfarlane, a 28- for the four varsity squads
athletic ticket Office in Me Men’s
Trailing 21-20 midway
year-old junior, who led the it played.
Grin daily from 9 a.m. to CIO p.m
The JV team was 9-2 through the third quarter,
team in scoring the past
T he,eW ii be no Student tickets for
sale al he gate. With general ad
two campaigns, totaling 42 with the two losses coming the Spartans faced a thirdrn.ssIon seats yailable for 15.50
goals. She was voted to the Berkeley and Cal- and-inches on the Aggie 42outstanding women’s Poly Pomona varsities.
athlete in team sports last
The leading junior
year and was co-captain varsity scorer was Mary Jo
with Espinosa.
Melko with seven goals.
Two others returning Lori Thomas and Gayle
from the varsity are Sue Paride each scored five
Williams and Barbara times.
Vella. Williams, a
Eleven members of
sophomore, was the fourth- that squad are returning
leading scorer with eight and will be trying for a
goals. Vella, a junior, was varsity spot, leading one to
the goalie for every minute believe that SJSU could be
of all 20 games. That’s as powerful this year as
1,400 minutes and she last.
allowed only seven goals.
The 30 stickers have
The other four are been practicing since Sept.
seniors Sally Galvin and 4 at South Campus and one
and thing Walter has stressed ’s
Gordon
Kelly
Grace conditioning because fieid
sophomores
Susan hockey is "as tiring as
and
Donatelli
PART-TIME
Walker.
soccer."
While their opponents
"The players probably
Opportunity For ...
were scoring seven times run between five and seven
Business Oriented Person
all year, the Lady Spartans miles during the course of a
smashed the ball into the game," Lewis said. There
(Yes. This is a shirt & tie job)
net 78 times. Fifteen of are no timeouts allowed
f stoblished San Jose Office furniture Dealer needs
their 19 victories were and the only break is five
shutouts.
someone to sell office products from our showroom
minutes at halftime. Most
An indicator of the of the 11 players on the field
floor. You’ll deal with a wide variety of consumers;
team’s dominance shows play the entire game
from housewives to attorneys to corporate buyers.
up in a category called because once someone
Flexible schedule of 20-30 hrs. per week.
"penetration time." This is comes out she may not go
Saturdays required. No nights. 53.50 hr. to start.
the total amount of time ba.2k in.
per game that an attacking
Opportunity for advancement.
As far as predicting
team has possession of the her team’s fate. Walter
ball within 25 yards of its goes no further than to say.
CALL JACK at (408) 998-2200,9 5
opponents goal.
"We’ll be a contender.’’
In this category, SJSU
averaged 12 1/2 minutes
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AC/DC Mini
Cassette Recorder
with AC converter
Feature loaded,. ideal for business or school. Designed for
one hand pushbutton operation.
LED for record and battery condition indication.
Electrical
pause.
Convenient built-in condenser microphone
AC/DC
power capability uses batteries (not Ind (AC converter included or
optional car adapter.
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Spirit runs amok when George goes Krazy
He’s energetic and boisterous before the ranting
crowd. As an onlooker in the stands, you might whisper to
your buddy, "he’s crazy!" You just don’t know how right
you are, he’s "Krazy George."
Krazy George Henderson. 35, a blond-haired
professional cheerleader, has contracts with eight
professional sports teams.
But the pudgy cheerleader only works for four of them
the British Columbia Lions, Colorado Rockies, Kansas
City Chiefs and San Jose Earthquakes, full time.
The balding man volunteered his cheering effort at
Saturday’s football game between San Jose State
University and Utah State University, in Spartan
Stadium.
Although he does not have a contract with Spartan
Foundation, Krazy George said he will try and appear at
two or three more games. The Foundation will pay his
travel expenses.
Last Sunday, Krazy George attended a football game

for one of his full-time employers, the Kansas City Chiefs.
"I was 15 minutes late because the plane was delayed," he
said. "The Chiefs were upset, but! wasn’t."
The crazy cheerleader attended San Jose State
University from 1965 to 1971.
’I spent nine years in college," he said, "six years at
San Jose and three years at Napa Junior College."
During his college days at SJSU, Krazy George was a
member of the judo team for four years. When he quit the
team, he began cheering at Spartan games.
After he graduated with a degree in Industrial Arts,
he taught electronics for four years at Buchser High
School in Santa Clara.
Today the energetic cheerleader is moving to
Colorado for the ice hockey season.
"The Colorado Rockies play 40 games, so I have to
live there for a while," he said.
However, Krazy George said he plans to move back to
California when the season is over.
"I want to buy a house in Santa Cruz," he said.
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Money woes plague solar energy projects
by Jan Flanery-Taylor
SJSU’s pioneering solar energy
projects have lapsed into study sessions,
prompting university personnel to give
various reasons for what one administrator calls a ’’solar stalemate."
Three years ago, SJSU converted
three dormitories to solar hot-water
heating. According to Environmental
Studies lecturer Douglas Beaman, the
dorms are "the largest domestic hot water
project in the U.S."
Shortly after, plans were made for a
solar heated and cooled library, changing
the original projections for the new
library, which had been planned since
1967.
Because other California State
University and Colleges system campuses
have not made any significant solar
conversions, SJSU is still the front-runner
in solar heating, having won by default.
While the country is experiencing an
energy crunch; both President Carter and
Governor Brown have called for conservation and development of new energy
sources. Meanwhile, SJSU solar construction seems to have halted.
If we don’t see the university
following up, it’s because there’s nobody
out there pushing," Beaman said.
"I think the whole university system is
sitting back and looking," he added.
One of SJSU’s foremost pushers of
solar conversions, Prof. Donald Aitken of
the Environmental Science Department,
said "We are in a study phase," and are
currently "on hold," regarding further
solar development.
Aitken, who is among the top 12 solar
experts in the nation, is currently working
with Western Sun in Portland for the U.S.

Department of Energy.
"Dollars" are the main hold-up for
further solar conversions on the SJSU
campus, he says.
For that reason, Aitken says he is
studying the bureaucratic method in his
job with the Dept. of Energy.
"I’ve already learned everything I...
need to know," he said.
"SJSU doesn’t have enough money to
run itself, so it doesn’t have enough money
to do solar," Aitken said. "Yet there is
money available.
"The question now is getting money to
the university for solar," he said. "That
falls into the lap of the legislature and
they’ve been very reluctant to put any
money into solar.
"All the noise Carter makes is not
being committed to dollars," he said. "It’s
an absolute sham."
Aitken has ideas for converting
several buildings on campus, but says
nothing further will be done until he
returns. At that tune, "we’ll have real
dollars flowing," he predicts.
He stresses that some things are going
on in solar, although not in an active
phase.
One study is currently under way to
convert the Dining Commons over to a
heat exchange system in which hot waste
water would heat incoming clean water.
The study is being done by a solar
consultant, Ken Lennon, and SJSU
students John Rigter and Tim Barton.
Lennon says he and his associates
would also like to see the conversion of the
Student Union to solar energy use, but "it’s
a glimmer in my eye, that’s all."
"There are very few buildings that
cannot be improved by conservation

Library shuffle ends;
references centralized
by Lori Eickmann
Reorganization of reference material
in the SJSU Library is basically completed
and only clean-up remains, according to
Jerome Monday, reference coordinator.
The reorganization will centralize
most of the reference services onto the
second floor.
"We first began discussing centralintion about four years ago," Monday
said.
The reorganization took place over the
summer. The delay occurred because
"there are pros and cons to centralized
reference just as there are to subject
division," Munday said.
The pros are that students won’t have
to run to different places around the
library for related subject references, and
more librarians will be available at a
central desk to cut waiting time during a
rush.
By centralizing the humanities, social
sciences and education divisions at one
desk, several staff members can be made
available as needed.
With subject division, each of the four
reference rooms had one librarian
available for help. If, for example, the
humanities reference desk suddenly
received a rush of students while science
reference received only two or three, the
librarians’ workloads would be unequal
and the students would not be helped in the
most efficient manner.
Unequal usage patterns are common,
Monday said.
The disadvantage of centralization is
that "you generally do not get the in-depth
help" you get with subject division,
Monday said. "They the staff get used to
certain questions and say, ’that’s so-an
so’s class.’
"The librarians were very concerned
about giving this up, this was the main
obstatacle to centralization."
In a centralized system, if a librarian
gets an in-depth question and can’t answer
it, the student will be referred to a
librarian who will specialize in that area.
Flexibility with the staff is an im-

portant plus for centralization. According
to Monday, the passage of Proposition 13
was a special impetus in deciding to
centralize because of the threat of being
forced to cut the staff.
"We are not planning to cut the staff,"
Monday said. However, centralization
would enable a staff cutback from interrupting services.
New or expanded services are planned.
The Library Education and Assistance
Program, or LEAP, has been operating for
some time, but will now be expanded
because additional staff members are
available.
LEAP will go into English 1B
classrooms to give instructions on how to
use the library, and will continue general
library tours and specialized tours for
certain classes, which were previously
handled by the separate reference rooms.
A system of on-line data computers is
being incorporated into the reference
services to aid librarians in assisting
students more quickly.
Other changes made during the
reorganization include moving special
collections, which includes the college
archives, from the sixth to third floor, and
moving special use materials such as the
map collection, records and prints.
microforrns, and the juvenile and high
school collections to media services at
third floor central.
Typewriters have been moved from
second floor central to the first floor of the
south wing.
Is few visible signs of the
reorganization remain, such as empty
shelves and chairs piled on top of tables in
hallways.
Monday said it’s too early to tell if
students will find the changes confusing.
Early in the semester, not as many
students use the library as later on, he
said.
One new student, Annette Schweiger.
18, a Bio-science and German major, said
finding what she wanted was "pretty
confusing."
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The laboratory is made up of three
centers. The speed center helps increase
reading rate by training the eye to move
faster. This is done with machines which
flash phrases at controlled speeds, and by
timed readings.
The vocabulary center aids in increasing word knowledge and use of
context. Workbooks, answer keys and test
sheets are handled by the individual.
There is no instructor, no credits, no
grades and no pressure.
The comprehension center is for the
more advanced student.
"Here we have only skill development
how well you understand information
you take in," Dodge said.
Books in the comprehension center
concentrate on specific areas of comprehension: for example, "Drawing a
Conclusion," or "Retaining Concepts and
Organizing Facts." History majors may
find "Isolating Details and Recalling
Specific Facts" helpful, while "Reading
for Facts" may interest science majors.
The Reading Laboratory is a free
service to SJSU students, staff and faculty
It is located in the Education Buildling,
Room 231, and is open from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday through Thursday, and from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. Friday.

He discussed some of the reasons for
the current "solar stalemate."
"On the surface, it’s money," he said,
but added that money is "a reflection" of
moral and ethical judgments.
"I’m suspicious about it," he said.
Schooler said part of the problem is
our "consumer society," which "halts
development of anything but hard
technology, like nuclear energy.
"People need to shift from the attituude of ’more is better’ to ’less is good
enough,’ "he said.

classifieds

Reading lab often ignored
despite program variety
by Lori Elckmann
Many students don’t take advantage of
the courses and programs offered at the
Reading Laboratory because they assume
the programs are geared to students with
severe learning disabilities.
Actually the laboratory’3 purpose is
’to assist begining as well as highly advanced students’ in speed, vocabulary,
comprehension, and study skills, according to Rebecca Dodge, a graduate
assistant there.
"We get everybody people who read
at the fourth or fifth grade level to highly
advanced readers at 400 words per
minute," Dodge said. The average college
student reads at a rate 200-300 words per
minute.
The reading laboratory is geared
toward self help. If you believe you’re
having trouble with a certain area’ of
reading, the first step is too fill out an
information sheet to explain what you
think the problem is.
Next, you will be asked to take the
Stanford Diagnostic Test and the
California Achievement Test to help
pinpoint your particular problem area.
With the results, a personalized program
is developed for your specific needs.
Then, on your own time, "you come in,
look at the program, and do it," Dodge

problem.
"Money is a serious matter in solar
development on a state campus," he said.
He pointed out, however, "the
government didn’t give us a cent," for the
dorm project, which was his brainchild.
Schooler saved money in the financing
of the project by hiring students to do the
work, instead of contractors, and by
having the students make the solar
collectors.
"I’m just a lousy department head,
and I have a choice," he said.

measures and use of solar," he said.
Lennon pointed to cost as being a
prohibitive factor.
Associate Vice President of Planning
Handel Evans commented, "I think we’d
all like to see things move faster, but we’re
moving.
"As a campus, we’re looking at expenditures to save more energy," he said.
"We get blessed for that, but we don’t get
blessed for asking for money."
Auxiliary Services director Bill
Schooler agreed that money is a basic
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Low temps m il be readjusted
-continued from page!
Director of Plant Operations
Robert Bosanko said last Wednesday that all buildings were
checked and certified as being in
compliance with the energy
restrictions.
Bosanko said engineers will
periodically check the buildings to
see if they are in compliance and
readjust the temperatures as
needed. The engineers will log the
dates and times where temperatures
fall below the minimum allowed,
and violations will be reported to
department heads where they occur,
according to Bosanko.
Occupants of buildings in
violation of the plan could be held
"susceptible to these penalties if the
government felt inclined," Bosanko
said.
Students taking showers at
SJSU this fall will feel the effects of
the energy restriction plan, Bosanko
said.
The 105-degree water temperature

is "lower than we’ve ever gone, and
that means that by the time the
water travels from the heater to the
shower head it will be somewhat
colder than 105 degrees, according
to Bosanko.
Bosanko said that students will
be lot more comfortable if they wear
sweaters and heavier clothes to
classes this winter.

university $140,000.
With tongue in cheek, Art
Department Chairwoman Kathleen
Cohen said she plans to outfit models
with fur coats this winter so they
won’t get cold while posing for art
students in the maximum 68 degrees
allowed by the energy restriction
plan.

"It’s going to get cold," Bosanko
said.
Bosanko said that other energy saving proposals made by the
university to the chancellor’s office
could not be implemented because
SJSU had $371,000 in energy funds
cut from its budget.
Bosanko said Pacific Gas and
Electric did a study which showed
that the proposals, which included
putting time locks on air compressors, installing locking thermostat covers and reducing light
levels at SJSU could have saved the

Meanwhile, the thermometer
inside te Spartan Pub showed 89
degrees Fahrenheit, 16 degrees
higher than the 74 degree readinng
over at the Faculty Offices
Buildling.
Dick Harkness, an employee
working behind the counter at the
Pub Monday afternoon said, "It’s as
hot as hell!" in here "and I wish
someone would do something to
change it."
The Pub has no air conditioning.
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Unemployment bill unpopular
-continued from page 1
Despite this, McFadden said "We are confident the
bill will pass in Conference Committee with the amendments proposed by Senator Green."
AB 705 seems to single out students by establishing a
separate statue to be used by the state Employment
Development Department to determine student eligibilitv
for unemployment benefits, according to a newsletter
from the Associated Students of the University of

El Concilio will have a
meeting today at 5 p.m. in
the S.U. Guadalupe Room.
They will discus.s Chicano
Welcome Week. Contact
Rosa Nieto at 277-2404 for
more information.
The SJSU division of
the ROTC has an information booth in the
Dining Commons tonight.
Anyone interested is
welcome to stop by.
The SJSU College
Republicans will meet at 8
p.m. today in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. For
information on this new
club,
contact
Bill
Michaelson at 733-7762.

The Human Resource
Administration Club will
meet tomorrow in the S.U.
Costanoan Room at 2:30
p.m. For more information
call Lisa Kenyon at 2899151.

The International
Association of Students in
Business and Economics
meets today at 5:30 p.m. in
the S.U. Costanoan Room.
They will discuss job
contacts and worldwide
travel. For more information contact Anne
Orosco a a7-4196.

The Aktxiyan Club will
meet at 1:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. For
more information contact
Fred Reyes at 264-1052.

KSJS will have a
workshop on radio rules
and procedures tomorrow
night at 7 in the KSJS
business office, Speech and
Drama 130.

The Aeronautics
Department will meet
tomorrow at 7 p.m. in the
Music Auditorium. The
meeting is open to all
aeronautics
majors.
Contact Thomas Leonard
at 277-8004 for more information.

ON-CAmpus

The Public Relations
Student Society of a
America is having a
"Brown Bag Lunch
Meeting" today at 11:30
a.m. The meeting will take
place at the picnic benches
near the Home Economics
Building. For more information contact Julie
Hanada at 297-4915.
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Attention December Graduates
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MEChA is having a
barbecue today at 11:30
a.m. at the Seventh Street
barbeque pits.
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HAIR TREATMENT CENTER
’WE SPECIALIZE 1/4 THE NATURAL LOOK
CARRY PROFESSIONAL HAIR CARE PRODUCTS
HAVE PROFESSIONAL ATTITUTDES & YOU’LL LOVE
ALL OF OUR WORK
TWO LOCATIONS IN SAN JOSE

Law Schools Admissions Test

THE HAIR AFFAIR

THE HEAD Of HAIR
678 NO NI ST

3550. 4th ST.
,.L. 11001114
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Sigma Alpha Mu
fraternity will have an
open party tomorrow
starting at 9 p.m., 332 S.
11th St.
The Ski Club will meet
tomorrow night at 7:30 in
the S.U. Ballroom. For
more information call
Steve at 998-1097.

Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship will meet in the
S.U. Almaden Room at 7
p.m. tomorrow. For more
contact
information
Reuben Rutledge at 2778778.

California.
However, according to the Unemployment Insurance
Code, section 1253.8, "an unemployed individual shall not
be disqualified for eligibility for unemployment compensation benefits solely on the basis that he or she is a
student."
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Get the edge’ Prepare to take the
A.S. Council will meet
at 3 p.m. today in the AS.
Council Chambers, on the
third level of the Student
Union. Agenda items include reaffirmation of
draft position and the
constitutional
revisian
committee.
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Black Students of
Engineering will meet
tomorrow night in the
Building,
Engineering
Room 167. Call Russell
Bryant at 923-5747 for more
information.

For further information:
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San Jose State University

Trade in your
GOLD
high school rind
on any Josten’s College Ring

rd $51.00
SPECIAL OFFERING TODAY!
A new LUSTRIUM College Ring (America’s newest fine jeweler’s alloy)

73.95

Your cost with Trade in . . .

$22.95
an unmarried wr-man
vleasect by /01b ,,ttnbAry
gbnychtA eel [PA pout fbAzurAby tony car
dirt( t.‘
%LAMM
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olor

Arr. r

TONIGHT!
78, I 0 PM

DAY!!
FINAL
10:00 a.m. 7:00 p.m.
Sept. 1(1, 11,12

Admission $1.00

Morris Dailey Auditorium

*Medium-sized boy’s ring or larger.

.11V7Spartan
Bookstore
San Jose State University

